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On the Time-Delay of Simple Scattering Systems
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Abstract. A new rigorous and simple study of the time-delay formula is
presented.

I. Introduction

The time-delay of a scattering process may intuitively be considered to be the
difference between the time spent by the colliding particles within the region of
mutual interaction and the time that they would have spent in the same region
had they moved freely. Consider a simple scattering system (H, Ho) on a Hubert
space J f with free evolution Ut = exp(-ίHot) and total evolution Vt = exp(-iHt)
[/]. The wave operators Ω+ = s-lim exp(zΉί)exp( — iHot) are assumed to be com-

ί->± 00

plete and the scattering operator S = Ω%Ω_ is unitary. Let Pr be the projection
operator on a region Σr in configuration space in which the distance between
particles does not exceed r. If ψt=VtΩ_φ is a scattering state which behaves as
the freely evolving state φt= Utφ as ί-> — oo, the mean times spent in Σr by the
interacting and the free particles are respectively:
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ί {ψ,,Prψt)dt and J {ψ,,Prφt)dt.
— oo — oo

The time-delay for the scattering state Ω_φ and the region Σr is then defined by
[2,3]:

Tr{ψ) = ] ί(ψt, Prψt)-(φt, Prφt)]dt. (1)
— 00

This definition raises three mathematical questions which are in logical order:
(i) Is the expression (1) meaningful for finite r and suitable states φΊ

(ii) Does there exist a time-delay T(φ) = lim Tr(φ) for infinite space region?

(iii) Is T(φ) related to the classical formula of Eisenbud and Wigner [4]
asserting that the time-delay is expressed by the derivative of the phase shift with
respect to energy?


